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Abstract

The current focus on resource-rich languages
poses a challenge to linguistic diversity, af-
fecting minority languages with limited dig-
ital presence and relatively old published and
unpublished resources. In addressing this is-
sue, this study targets the digitalization of old
scanned textbooks written in four Peruvian
indigenous languages (Asháninka, Shipibo-
Konibo, Yanesha, and Yine) using Optical Char-
acter Recognition (OCR) technology. This is
complemented with text correction methods to
minimize extraction errors. Contributions in-
clude the creation of an annotated dataset with
454 scanned page images, for a rigorous evalu-
ation, and the development of a module to cor-
rect OCR-generated transcription alignments.

1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has prompted
the development of diverse language technologies,
including machine translation, spell checkers, and
information extraction tools. Given this impact,
there is an urgent need to democratize these tech-
nologies, making them available for speakers of the
more than 7,000 languages spoken worldwide.

Currently, such technologies are restricted to
languages with ample linguistic resources that are
easily exploitable (Ataa Allah et al., 2023). This
presents a challenge for minority languages due to
their limited digital presence and the prevalence of
their resources in less accessible formats, hindering
their incorporation into the development of these
technologies (Bustamante et al., 2020). Conse-
quently, speakers of minority languages are forced
to adopt languages with greater technological ac-
cess, leading to a loss of cultural, historical, and
linguistic knowledge.

To address this situation, multiple efforts are un-
derway to diversify these technologies to minority
languages and their speakers, who face the chal-
lenge of overcoming data availability limitations.

Figure 1: OCR process

In some cases, synthetic data has been generated
(Oncevay et al., 2022), translations to languages
with more resources have been utilized (Ko et al.,
2021; Rijhwani et al., 2020), and technologies have
been adapted for dataset extraction and processing
(Bustamante et al., 2020).

However, identifying digital sources of knowl-
edge for endangered languages is a very challeng-
ing task, as they are not usually available on the
web (Bustamante et al., 2020), which is the case for
several indigenous languages of Peru. In this con-
text, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) models
have been useful to extract information and new
resources for endangered language texts (Rijhwani
et al., 2020, 2021).

For this reason, we extend the application of
OCR for digitizing old documents, with typewrit-
ten texts, in four Peruvian languages (Asháninka,
Shipibo-Konibo, Yanesha, and Yine), using Opti-
cal Character Recognition (OCR), and followed by
correction methods to minimize extraction errors
(see Figure 1).

2 Language context

According to official statistics, 48 languages are
spoken in Peru. 44 out of these 48 languages
are Amazonian languages (de Educación del Peru,
2013). The four languages this paper is focused on
(Shipibo-Konibo, Asháninka, Yanesha, and Yine)
are Amazonian languages.
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Asháninka, belonging to the Nijagantsi branch
of the Arawak language family, is primarily spo-
ken in the central Peruvian Amazonia, along the
Low Perené, Tambo, Ene, Urubamba, and Apurí-
mac rivers (Pedrós, 2018). Although the Asháninka
population is estimated to be around 70,000 speak-
ers (Pedrós, 2018), it remains unclear if this count
includes speakers of Ashéninka, a closely related
language.

Yine and Yanesha are also languages of the
Arawak family. Yine is spoken by approximately
3,000 people living near the Ucayali and Madre de
Dios rivers. Yanesha, in turn, is spoken by 1,142
people in the Peruvian department of Pasco. Yane-
sha people generally express concern for their lan-
guage, since very few children speak it and speak-
ers are mostly over 30 years old. Both Yine and
Yanesha are classified as “definitely endangered”
according to the UNESCO Atlas of the World’s
Languages in Danger (Moseley, 2010).

With an estimated 40,000 speakers, Shipibo-
Konibo is by large the most vital language in the
Pano language family. It is predominantly spo-
ken in the Peruvian regions of Ucayali and Loreto,
along the Ucayali river and its tributaries (Valen-
zuela, 2003). It is important to mention that there
is a relatively large Shipibo-Konibo community in
Lima.

3 Related work

The correction of OCR transcripts has seen the ap-
plication of various methodologies, ranging from
manual and resource-intensive approaches to more
recent and prevalent machine learning models,
particularly those based on neural networks (see
Nguyen et al. (2021) for further details). The effec-
tiveness of applications such as language models,
translation models, and spell checkers in rectifying
OCR errors is well-established. For instance, Afli
et al. (2016) employed a statistical machine transla-
tion (SMT) model, while Schulz and Kuhn (2017)
combined such models with spell checkers.

Furthermore, sequence-to-sequence neural net-
works have emerged as successful models in cor-
recting OCR transcripts, especially in scenarios
with limited data availability. Rijhwani et al. (2020)
developed a model that effectively learned from
limited data for languages like Ainu, Griko, and
Yakkha by leveraging existing translations. This
approach was further enhanced in Rijhwani et al.
(2021) through the incorporation of lexical decod-

ing and self-training strategies, achieving signifi-
cant improvements (up to 29%). For Sanskrit texts,
Maheshwari et al. (2022) obtained favorable re-
sults by considering both phonetic encoding and
the language’s official alphabet.

4 Methodology for dataset creation

4.1 Data selection

We sourced documents from the SIL International1

repository, targeting materials written in four lan-
guages: Asháninka, Shipibo-Konibo, Yanesha and
Yine. These languages were chosen for their avail-
ability of resources within the repository compared
to other Peruvian languages 2.

The documents, primarily in PDF format,
present a wide range of contents, attributes, and
layouts, including typewritten and handwritten text,
tables, and images. Additionally, the content may
be organized in multiple columns and vary in font
sizes, sometimes presented in multiple languages.

To ensure dataset consistency, we focused on
a subset of monolingual, typewritten documents
with uniform font sizes. From each document, we
selected a sample of pages (10%) for annotation
and evaluation, based on criteria such as readability,
resolution, tilt, and content alignment.

4.2 Data annotation

We manually annotated the documents following
the workflow depicted in Figure 2. This process
involved two key roles: an annotator and a reviewer.
The annotator, possessing prior annotation experi-
ence, utilized a free online OCR tool3 to generate
a preliminary transcription. This initial step facili-
tated the annotation process, minimizing the time,
effort, and potential errors associated with manual
transcription.

Subsequently, the preliminary transcription was
rectified by the annotator and reviewed by another
annotator, who double-checked the annotations and
addressed any discrepancies or errors encountered.

4.3 Data preprocessing

Although most document pages generally exhibit
good quality, certain defects, such as ink stains
overlapping with characters and low scanning res-
olution, can significantly affect fine text details,

1SIL International: https://www.sil.org/
2See Figure 4 in Appendix B for details about the data

availability.
3Free online OCR tool: https://www.onlineocr.net/es/
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Figure 2: Annotation Process.

degrading page quality, and potentially impacting
OCR performance. To address these issues, we
conducted preprocessing steps including noise and
attribute removal, as well as image enhancement,
aimed at improving OCR accuracy.

Noise removal We manually cleaned documents
using the Nitro PDF4 tool to eliminate elements
adding noise, such as images and page numbers.

Attribute removal Text delimited by boxes can
impact text recognition (see Figure 5 in the Ap-
pendix). Consequently, we categorized pages into
two groups: those containing only text (Group 1)
and those with text delimited by boxes (Group 2).

For Group 2 pages, we applied image correction
to automatically detect and remove the boxes when
needed (for one of the tools we experimented with,
it did not provide any benefit).

Image enhancement After converting the pages
to Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format, we
applied corrections focused on removing irregulari-
ties and improving the contour of the characters to
achieve more effective segmentation.

Language NoP NoS NoT NoUT NoTP
Asháninka 134 2239 8103 2309 61

Shipibo-Konibo 89 1495 7251 1685 82
Yanesha 91 1468 6315 1574 70

Yine 140 2246 9754 2449 70

Table 1: Corpora description: NoP = Number of pages,
NoS = Number of sentences, NoT = Number of tokens,
NoUT = Number of unique tokens, NoTP = Number of
tokens per page.

4.4 Dataset description
The resulting dataset comprises 454 scanned pages
from 89 books written in the four indigenous lan-
guages: Asháninka, Shipibo-Konibo, Yanesha, and
Yine. This dataset5 comprises 31,423 tokens, dis-
tributed almost equally across the languages (see

4Nitro PDF: https://www.gonitro.com/
5The dataset is available at https://github.com/iapucp/

OCR-Peru

Table 1). Significantly, compared to the dataset
previously generated by Bustamante et al. (2020),
our work expands the vocabulary by incorporating
an average of 3,110 unique tokens per language.

Beyond standard alphanumeric characters, the
dataset includes digits (0-9), diacritics, punctuation
marks, and various compound characters like m̃, c̈,
and t̃. Approximately 36% of the characters appear
fewer than 10 times. Moreover, nearly 45% of the
employed characters deviate from the contempo-
rary official alphabets of these languages.6 This
issue arises from the fact that the analyzed docu-
ments were written before the establishment of the
official alphabets for these languages.

5 OCR Process

We employed two OCR systems, Google Vision7

(version 3.4.4) and Tesseract8 (version 5.3.3), to
generate initial text transcriptions. Although nei-
ther system directly supports the languages studied,
they recognize the common Latin script shared by
these languages. Previous research has demon-
strated their effectiveness in low-resource language
settings, including Sanskrit (Maheshwari et al.,
2022), Ainu, Griko, Yakka (Rijhwani et al., 2020),
Tamil, and Sinhala (Vasantharajan et al., 2022).

After the initial OCR transcriptions, a two-step
preprocessing stage was implemented to enhance
output quality. We evaluated the results using two
standard metrics: Character Error Rate (CER) and
Word Error Rate (WER). These metrics quantify
OCR accuracy based on the Levenshtein distance,
which measures the minimum number of edit op-
erations (substitutions, deletions, insertions) re-
quired to transform the original text into the OCR-
generated text (Neudecker et al., 2021).

5.1 Preprocessing of initial OCR transcripts

Both OCR systems faced challenges in differen-
tiating between various forms of similar punctua-
tion marks, such as hyphens (-, —, _ ) and single
quotation marks ( ', ’). To address this ambiguity,
we standardized analogous punctuation marks and
converted all text to lowercase while preserving the
original content.

6The complete list of characters are included in Table 3 in
the Appendix.

7Google Vision OCR: https://cloud.google.com/vision/
docs/ocr

8Tesseract OCR: https://tesseract-ocr.github.io/
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5.2 Alignment correction

Additionally, we observed that Google Vision OCR
recognizes texts but fails to maintain the correct
order, particularly affecting the text recognition of
Group 2 pages, as depicted in Figure 3. To address
this challenge, we developed a module to auto-
matically align the initial transcriptions based on
their vertical and horizontal positions, resulting in
a reduction of approximately 9% in CER and 12%
in WER. This enhancement was unnecessary for
Tesseract OCR transcripts, as it effectively detects
text order using text block segmentation.

Figure 3: Alignment of Google Vision OCR transcrip-
tions

5.3 Types of errors

We identified three main types of errors in the OCR
predictions:

Misprediction of characters with diacritics
Characters such as b̃, c̈, m̃, p̃, t̃, and s̈ primarily
found in ancient texts, were frequently misrecog-
nized. This likely stems from their relative scarcity
in modern Latin-script training data used in the
OCR model training. This limited exposure led
to inefficient recognition, contributing to approxi-
mately 60% of OCR errors, particularly in Shipibo-
Konibo and Yanesha languages.

Insertion of non-existent characters Both OCR
engines introduced orthographically similar char-
acters not present in the original texts. Tesseract
was more prone to this error (2.7 times more fre-
quently), adding an average of 65 additional char-
acters compared to Google Vision’s 24. Tesser-
act showed repetitive patterns in adding characters,
combining similar ones like cç and ií, often at sen-
tence boundaries. Additionally, it misrecognizes
small stains as characters. In contrast, Google Vi-
sion demonstrated better stain filtering but tended
to replace similar characters like š with ŝ. This
error type represented approximately 12% of the

errors made by Google Vision OCR and 20% by
Tesseract.

Incorrect word boundary detection Predomi-
nantly observed in Google Vision OCR, this in-
volved adding extra spaces between words. It ac-
counted for 47% of text identification errors in
Asháninka and Yine languages but only 8% in
Shipibo-Konibo and Yanesha languages.

6 Post-OCR process

6.1 Correction models

We applied five post-OCR methods to correct the
errors made by the OCR systems:

SingleSource (Rijhwani et al., 2020) A sequence-
to-sequence model tailored to effectively learn
from limited data. We employed the single-source
model.

Denorm (Oncevay et al., 2022) A spell checker
trained to correct misspelling errors in Asháninka,
Shipibo-Konibo, Yanesha, and Yine languages, nor-
malizing sentences according to each language’s
grammar and norms.

Ensemble (Oncevay et al., 2022) An ensemble
spell checker addressing five types of errors: char-
acter replacements, insertions, or deletions; errors
from using a QWERTY keyboard; errors due to
syllable similarity or ambiguity between phonemes
and graphemes; and characters not included in the
standardized alphabets of the languages.

SingleSource+Denorm A cascaded approach ap-
plying the SingleSource model followed by the
Denorm model.

SingleSource+Ensemble A cascaded approach
applying the SingleSource model followed by the
Ensemble model.

6.2 Model training

Since only the model proposed by Rijhwani et al.
(2020) required training, we trained it for each lan-
guage using the basic hyperparameters configura-
tion suggested. We employed five different random
initializations on a system with 45 GB of RAM
and 8 CPUs, and it required a total of 98 hours to
complete. Subsequently, we evaluated all models
and tools using the annotated test set.
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OCR Model
CER WER

Asháninka Shipibo-Konibo Yanesha Yine Asháninka Shipibo-Konibo Yanesha Yine

Tesseract

Baseline OCR 1.65 4.30 8.11 1.61 13.42 19.74 41.89 9.53
SingleSource 1.34 1.55 3.75 1.12 9.85 8.21 20.66 6.83

Denorm 7.32 15.83 11.32 3.68 35.84 50.33 52.28 15.25
Ensemble 4.92 11.85 9.91 4.49 29.35 44.5 48.63 18.77

SingleSource + Denorm 6.95 14.52 8.31 2.87 32.74 42.91 43.17 12.46
SingleSource + Ensemble 4.2 9.48 6.85 3.74 25.81 34.17 38.8 16.28

Google Vision

Baseline OCR 0.76 2.61 5.53 1.49 9.00 12.98 39.16 10.26
SingleSource 0.92 0.88 2.32 1.45 8.61 4.85 17.41 7.74

Denorm 6.86 14.61 10.01 3.45 33.19 44.77 54.1 15.69
Ensemble 4.04 10.55 8.09 4.47 25.52 39.07 50.46 20.09

SingleSource + Denorm 6.56 13.63 7.09 3.02 31.42 40.13 41.89 12.76
SingleSource + Ensemble 3.83 8.75 5.66 4.01 24.48 31.52 37.89 17.16

Table 2: Results of applying the correction methods to the transcripts of the Tesseract and Google Vision OCRs

7 Results

Table 2 presents the results of applying correction
methods to OCR transcripts. The SingleSource
model proved most effective in rectifying OCR er-
rors due to several factors. Firstly, pre-training the
model with the languages’ characters facilitated
the removal of non-existent characters from the
transcripts. Secondly, it reduced errors from in-
correct word boundary identification by 33% in
Asháninka and Yine languages. Lastly, it signifi-
cantly enhanced the recognition of characters with
diacritics by 35% for Shipibo-Konibo and 65% for
Yanesha, achieving a 99% accuracy in identifying
these characters.

Regarding errors introduced by this model, they
primarily involved character deletion but were
significantly fewer compared to successfully cor-
rected words. The ratio of successfully corrected
words to unsuccessfully corrected words was 5:1
for Shipibo-Konibo, 4:1 for Yanesha, and 2:1 for
Yine. However, in the case of Asháninka, this ratio
shifted to 2:1 only for the Tesseract OCR-generated
transcripts, but reversed to 3:5 for Google Vision
OCR-generated transcripts. This reversal led to a
higher number of degraded words than enhanced
ones, evidenced by a 0.16 increase in CER at-
tributed to minimal errors in OCR transcription
that the correction model cannot rectify. An im-
portant consideration of this model arises when the
text contains low-frequency characters. Uneven
distribution during dataset partitioning may result
in some characters being absent from training but
present in evaluation sets, impacting performance.

On the other hand, the correction models based
on spell-checkers approached OCR transcription
errors by standardizing the texts. Given that most
of these texts were old and did not adhere to the of-
ficial alphabet and language rules, this method was

ineffective, resulting in more errors introduced by
the model than words successfully corrected. These
errors primarily consisted of omitted diacritics and
character replacements aimed at conforming the
text to standardization norms. More analysis about
the standardization is discussed in Appendix A.

8 Conclusions and future work

This work digitized textbooks in four Peruvian
languages using OCR systems. We contributed
an annotated dataset to assess the performance of
Google Vision and Tesseract OCRs. Google Vision
demonstrated higher accuracy in character recogni-
tion, while Tesseract excelled in maintaining text
order across multiple columns. To address Google
Vision’s limitation in maintaining text order, we
developed an alignment module. Additionally, we
evaluated five error correction methods and found
that the SingleSource model, designed for learning
from limited data, was the most effective, particu-
larly in correcting characters with diacritics.

Future efforts aim to optimize the hyperparame-
ters of the SingleSource model and implement the
multi-source model by Rijhwani et al. (2020) to
leverage Spanish translations available for 89% of
the books.
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Figure 5: Examples of pages from Group 1 and Group 2. Group 1 consists of text-heavy documents, whereas Group
2 presents either the entire text or portions of the text within tables.

Figure 6: Examples of document pages considering the classification made by Arrigo et al. (2022).

Language Official characters Unofficial charac-
ters

Punctuation
marks Digits

Asháninka
a, b, ch, e, i, j, k, m,
n, ñ, o, p, r, s, sh, t,
ts, y

á, c, d, é, f, g, í, l, ó,
q, u, ú, v, x, z

!, ", (, ), „ -, ., /, :, ;,
?, —,¡, ¿

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9

Shipibo-
Konibo

a, b, ch, e, i, j, k, m,
n, o, p, r, s, sh, t, ts,
y

á, c, d, é, e , f, g, h,
í, l, ñ, ó, q, s̈, u, ú, v,
z

!, ", (, ), „ -, ., :, ;, =,
?, ¡, ¿, —

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9

Yanesha
a, b, ch, e, ë, g, j, k,
ll, m, n, ñ, o, p, r, rr,
s, sh, t, ts, y

á, ä, b̃, c, c̈, d, f, h, i,
í, l, m̃, ó, p̃, q, t̃, u,
ú, v, z

", ', (, ), „ -, ., /, :, ?,
¿, —, ’ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9

Yine
a, ch, e, g, i, j, k, l,
m, n, o, p, r, s, sh, t,
ts, u, w, x, y

á, b, c, d, é, f, í, ú, ü,
v

", (, ), *, „ -, ., /, :, ;,
?, ¿, —, _, !, ¡

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9

Table 3: Characters present in the documents. Official characters: Belonging to the official alphabet of the language.
Unofficial characters: Not belonging to the official alphabet of the language.
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C Resource collection
Title Language
Shitsa pajitachari anquilostoma aisati ameba Asháninka
Campa 2 Asháninka
Ocantacota nonampi Asháninka
Nantayetiri nonampiqui aisati noquemayetiri Asháninka
Shiquiri Asháninka
Naturaleza y vida social 1, 2 Asháninka
Naturaleza y vida social 1, 2 Asháninka
Quenquetsarentsi Asháninka
Ina Asháninka
Timayetatsiri quipatsiqui Asháninka
Ompiquiri 6 Asháninka
Tsame aneanatacoteri Caaroshi (Vamos a leer sobre Carlos: Libro 3 para la
lectura y escritura) Asháninka

Tuberculosis (Libro de ciencias naturales 6) Asháninka
Timatsi cameetsatatsiri acoajeitaqueri: Te oncameetsateji intsaneemparo Asháninka
Jaoca ancantajeari antecatsijeitantajeari maaroni Asháninka
Jaoca icanteetirori aamaacoventearo ajipee Asháninka
Icantacota peeraniniri Asháninka
Avatsa (El cuerpo humano: Libro de ciencias naturales 2) Asháninka
Icantacota Shintsia Asháninka
Jaoca acanteriri ameneri cameetsa vaca Asháninka
Ameneri cameetsa aparoni jananequi Asháninka
Tsame aneanatacoteri ompiquiri (Vamos a leer acerca de Ompíquiri) Asháninka
Campa 3 Asháninka
Gigkanni Pirana Yine
Gitaklu pirana ga wa prachi Yine
Giyoliklu pirana Yine
Gwacha Ginkakle Yine
Jitomta 3 Yine
Lima pirana Yine
Mgenoklumta Yine
Muchikawa kewenni pirana ga wa pimri ginkaklukaka 10 Yine
Naturaleza y vida social 1: Manual para los cursos de naturaleza y vida social,
y práctica de Castellano, para primer año Yine

Naturaleza y vida social 2 Yine
Naturaleza y vida social 3 Yine
Nopra kina 2 Yine
Papa nikchi gijga Yine
Papa-mta 1 Yine
Papisho 5 Yine
Pejri-mta 4 Yine
Walo-mta 7, 8 Yine
Yine ginkaklekaka 12 (Cartilla 12) Yine
Yine sana kamruta Yine
Yineru tokanu 3a Yine
Yineru tokanu 3b Yine
Yineru tokanu IX Yine
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Title Language
Cuentos de la zorra y el zorro Shipibo-Konibo
Ëa- tapaman caní 5 Shipibo-Konibo
Japari peoquin yoyo ati quirica Shipibo-Konibo
Jascaaquin baqueshocobo coiranhanan, jahuequiamati yoii ica Shipibo-Konibo
Jatibiainoa joni coshibaon, jascaas̈hon jacon jahuequi aresti jonibaon jahue-
quescamabi itiaquin shinana Shipibo-Konibo

Moa peoquin yoyo ati: Quirica 4 Shipibo-Konibo
Moa peoquin yoyo ati: Quirica 5 Shipibo-Konibo
Moa peoquin yoyo ati: Quirica 6 Shipibo-Konibo
Nanbonyabi nacan, noa isin meniai yoia Shipibo-Konibo
Naturaleza y vida social 2 Shipibo-Konibo
Naturaleza y vida social 3 Shipibo-Konibo
Non paron ja jahuequibo 1 (Nuestros recursos naturales: Guía didáctica 1 de
ciencias naturales) Shipibo-Konibo

Quimisha Incabo ini yoia (Leyendas de los shipibo-conibo sobre los tres Incas) Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 10 (Afianzamiento de lectura 10: Animales del mundo) Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 4 Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 5 Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 6 Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 7 Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 8 Shipibo-Konibo
Quirica 9 (Libro 9: Afianzamiento para la lectura) Shipibo-Konibo
Ach Yanesha
Ahuat̃ serraparñats att̃o eñalleta atsne'ñam̃a arrorr Yanesha
Amuesha 7 - SHAñE' Yanesha
Apa ñam̃a ach (Papá y mamá: Libro 3 para la lectura y escritura) Yanesha
Atet̃cha'yecue'cheshat̃oll Yanesha
Att̃o'yepotamperra Meshtaso ñam̃a po'poñ serrparñats Yanesha
Berroc̈hno ñeñt̃ Africo'marnesha' Yanesha
Cartilla 9 (Besllom̃) Yanesha
Chom - Amuesha 8 Yanesha
Homenaje a la Declaración Universal de Derechos Humanos en su 40 aniver-
sario 1948-1988 Yanesha

Ma’yarr poyoc̈her ñam̃a po’poñec̈hno serrparñats Yanesha
Manual de ganadería Yanesha
Naturaleza y vida social 3 Yanesha
Nochcar (Mi perro: Libro 6 para la lectura y escritura) Yanesha
Ot̃ec̈hno Yanesha
Pa'namen alloch yechopene'champesyen Yanesha
Pa'namen atsnañtsoc̈hno Yanesha
Pepe Yanesha
Pepe payara Yanesha
Pepe ñam̃a ema'(Pepe y la niñita: Libro 4 para la lectura y escritura) Yanesha
Posho'll (La ardilla: Libro 7 para la lectura y escritura) Yanesha
Tempo pueserrpareñ Yanesha
YANESHA' Yanesha
Yehuom̃cheña Yanesha

Table 4: Resources utilized from the SIL repository.
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